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Market Outlook: Opportunities in the education sector continue to create innovative development niches

and  workforce  prepared  to  alter  and  see  wider  ranges of  services,  policy,  macro  and  micro  economy

challenges.  Scientific  advances,  pre-hospital  support  and industrial  automation have  already  reached an

extent whereby college graduates might not be able to find employment, not old-school types of jobs, even

in the healthcare sector.  The economic growth curve is  bound by consumer spending and suggested weak

growth  in  labor  productivity,  therefore  pointing  to  roll  back  or  forth  in  certain  regulatory  changes,

internationally too. Finland for instance started a “steady income” program by giving two thousand citizens

a universal basic income of 560 euro a month, with funds into consumer accounts regardless of whether the

participants work or not. The program in two years could cut government red tape, reduce poverty and boost

home-based or new employment, and could be extended to include all adult Finns if successful. Switzerland

is  another  country that  considered  the  idea  of  basic  income,  in  this  case  2,500  Swiss  francs  ($2,520)

monthly. Meanwhile  in  south-eastern  Europe  state-supported  doctorate  programs are  not  allowed to  be

completed  and only one  graduate  in  certain  program may on  the  off  chance  begin  full-time  teaching.

Following UK’s exit from the European Union, coming elections in France, Germany and the Netherlands

are fixed on new bond issues, distribution of funds, and political responsibility within the bloc.

Gloomy projections about global economic growth are more so reasoned on different approaches of how

borders and policies are shaping societies, to include immigration, greater frequency of business and casual

travelling,  empowered  access  to  education  programs,  Internet  and  data  connections,  research  based on

mistake-eliminated backlogs, and fashion trends. Evident are also default historic media, film, blog and book

records,  and  street  protests  and  post-terror  time.  It  is  factual  by  trading  algorithms  how  shrinkage  in

economy in emerging nations like China and India coincides with continuously declining sales and profits

across numerous international  businesses such as IBM Corp (IBM):  the company completed nineteenth

quarter with lower sales and earnings growth. The urge in US to widen wages is happening at a time when

corporations have built substantial chunks of strategic cash flows. Emerging market priorities might prompt

larger portfolio bets to EU nations like Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Bulgaria. Recently Progress

Software Corp (PRGS) invested $262.5 million in Bulgaria-based partner Telerik to build a nine-storey

office building in capital city Sofia, and the US firm will pare 450 employees or 20% of staff during this first

fiscal quarter 2017. 

In China the manufacturing sector expanded for a fifth month in December 2016, although at slower export

pace, and mainly thanks to expected New Year Eve’s sales. The first day of Chinese New Year is Saturday,

28 January,  2017. The country’s middle-class wealth in 2016 expanded  and so  resulting in annual trade

surplus of $510 billion compared to $594.5 billion trade surplus in 2015. Annual exports in China fell 7.7%

while imports declined 5.5%. Repeated smog and pollution are very disturbing similar to a risk from the

seven wealthiest nations to slap high tariffs on Chinese goods and battle against cheap loans locally and

currency strength  in  the world’s second-largest economy. In October 2016 the yuan became one of five

global reserve currencies after Chinese global payments had hovered near a two-year low. The yuan into the

IMF system weighed 10.92% compared with the US dollar’s  41.73% and the yen’s  8.33%. China is  a

leading member of New Development Bank and Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).

In Germany preliminary GDP surged 1.9%  during  2016 compared to 1.7% growth in previous year. The

economic growth accelerated to its fastest pace since 2011. Germany is also a rallying hub, recently evident

from proposed $28 billion merger between Deutsche Boerse  AG  (DBOEY) and London Stock Exchange



Group Plc  (DBOEY). Before the deal  Euronext NV (EUXTF)  will pay 510 euro to  buy  LSE’s  French

clearing  business,  which  is  an  independent  clearing  house  that  serves  major  international  exchanges.

Euronext bourse is spanning Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Portugal and UK.

Looking forward opportunities like mergers and acquisitions in the auto parts and semiconductor industries

abound  to name a few.  KKR & Co LP (KKR) in  Japan will  pay $1.3 billion to  acquire  Hitachi Ltd's

(HTHIY) power tools unit,  Hitachi Koki  Co Ltd  (HKKIY). The company in November 2016 paid $4.5

billion  to  buy Calsonic  Kansei  Corp  (CLKNF),  an  auto  parts  maker  backed by Nissan  Motor  Co Ltd

(NSANY). Oil producers are rolling odds positive  too, in sync to agreed  between OPEC and non-OPEC

producers to reduce output, and not target specific price for crude until May this year. From Canada more

and enlarged oil pipelines are provided with support from integrated energy companies like Kinder Morgan

Inc  (KMI)  and  TransCanada  Corp  (TRP).  Interestingly  in  the  news,  McDonald’s  Corp  (MCD)  will

experiment to gradually introduce healthier food menu items, and the company may well do that from its

newly opened branch on Vatican  city  property in Italy, just a few meters from St. Peter’s Square and  the

home to several senior cardinals.

Stocks to Watch: ARMOUR Residential REIT Inc (ARR) paid 14% lower quarterly dividend or 19 cents a

share last week on January 12. The residential estate firm based in Florida in December sold 2,000 shares to

the company’s chief financial officer at $21.67 a share. ARR has price-to-sales ratio of 2.87 and market cap

is $796.89 million. In latest third quarter 2016 the company had sales and profit significant increase.

MasterCard Inc (MA) expects revenues and cash flows higher for the long term thanks to more and more

people swiping than using cash. The company has expanded into mobile transactions including a partnership

with PayPal (PYPL) via websites and “wallets.” Important is presence in Brazil,  China,  and India.  The

company has raised quarterly dividend 15% to 22 cents a share, payable on February 9, 2017.     

Procter & Gamble Co (PG) paid 67 cents a share quarterly dividend on January 18, same as in previous three

months. The consumer goods manufacturer reported surging profits in fiscal second quarter 2016. Earnings

rose to $7.9 billion or $2.88 per share compared with $3.2 billion or $1.12 per share a year earlier. Sales slid

just 0.4% to $ $16.86 billion yearly. This year the company faces foreign exchange woes.

Show Communications Inc (SJR) raised quarterly dividend 32% to 10 cents a share, to be paid on February

13, 2017. The telecom services provider, broadcasting in Canada and US, had first quarter 2017 earnings of

$67.11 million or 13 cents a share compared to $158.3 million or 33 cents a share a year ago. Revenue

increased 14.9% to $1.31 billion yearly thanks to a voice-controlled new TV product, powered by US cable,

multiple service operator and media giant Comcast Corp's (CMCSA) X1 cloud technology.

Toronto-Dominion Bank (TD) is among Canada’s big five banks that offer both income and growth, in

regulated and newly targeted segments. The bank on January 31 will pay 41 cents a share quarterly dividend,

slightly less than in previous three months and 11% higher annually over past ten years. In fourth quarter

2016 TD profits jumped an impressive 25% yearly on stronger retail operations. Earnings were $1.73 billion

or 92 cents a share compared with $1.38 billion or 73 cents a share in previous year. Quarterly revenue

jumped 8.28% to $6.67 billion, and full-year sales rose 11% to $25.96 billion.

ETF: iShares MSCI Finland Capped Investable Market Index (EFNL) is an exchange-traded fund invested

in Finland. Despite weaker European Union economic expansion, this fund surged 7.38% to $33.63 in the

past twelve months through January 20, 2017. According to global talent competitive ratings, Finland is

ninth most competitive nation among top ten in the world and based on 118 countries.


